Thanks for your interest in adopting a baby!

Each baby is made unique by me, with Genesis Heat Set paints. I paint and set many layers to give depth
and realism. My preference is visible but natural looking veining, mottling and blushing. Some babies will
have little stork bites on forehead, milk bumps on the nose, little capillaries on cheeks, and occasionally
a scratch or birthmark here or there. The babies’ noses are shaded for realism. When complete, their
“skin” is varnished and lightly textured in a matte finish which helps prevent the vinyl from becoming
shiny after years of handing and clothing changes. These little ones have neatly manicured nails and
sealed with a glossy finish. They will also have a little moisture to inner corners of eyes, nose, mouth,
ears and some creased of skin.

BODIES are soft suede and nicely weighted with fine glass beads and non-clumping poly-fil to make nice
and cuddly! Some artists do not add weight to the head of the babies, but I prefer to use glass bead to
make the babies feel more real to hold. Because of the weight, these little ones will need their heads
supported like a real baby when being held. I secure a magnet behind their mouth so the babies can
take a magnetic pacifier. Occasionally, I will place a magnet inside the top of the baby’s head so they can
have a magnetic hair bow since sometimes the babies have fine hair that will not hold a clip. A person
with a pacemaker should not be around a doll with a magnet.

HAIR- I use soft premium mohair to root hair to a baby. If baby has closed eyes, He / She will have nicely
rooted lashes all of which is secure with quality glue so they stay in place and not fall out. For open eyed
babies, applied lashes are added. In my experience the applied lashes look neater on the open eye
babies.

Photos are taken by myself with my phone inside my home with natural lighting. I am not a professional
photographer, but I do my best to show true color of the baby. I am unable to control how coloring
appears on other devices. I truly hope you will be happy with their color as I do my very best to make
these cuties look healthy pink and real. I also try to show some close up of the details….but please zoom
in to get an even better look at my work!

Baby will come to you in clothing pictured, wrapped in a receiving blanket with pacifier and hairbows if
pictured. Stuffed toys, other accessories and plush blankets are used for display of the baby. COA will
also be included if the sculpt came with one.
I do not accept returns. Each doll is a work of ART and has natural imperfections since handmade, but I
am certain your will love 😊!
I ship with USPS priority 1-3 days, signature required.
I ship within 1-3 business days
I accept PayPal as form of payment and do not accept layaway or payment plans at this time.

THANKS AGAIN FOR YOUR INTERST AND/OR PURCHASE IN ONE OF MY CREATIONS; I HOPE YOU FIND A
BABY FROM MY COLLECTION THAT YOU CAN ENJOY THROUGH THE YEARS AND HOLIDAYS AHEAD!

